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Thirteen-year-old Sunny runs away from her current foster parent in search of her twin sister, from

whom she was separated ten years earlier. On the way, she'll face a tornado, bullies, and a stray

dog- and the fact that her sister may not be who Sunny hoped she would be.
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When young students begin to read they may bore if the story does not captivate their interest

quickly. This book was on my Granddaughters reading list and when she told me how interesting it

was I decided to read it myself and I can say at 64 years of age I could not put the book down. I can

honestly say I did not see the end coming and was quite surprised in an interesting way. I would

highly recommend this book to students 3rd to 4th graders and above.

Sad ending, but an awesome book. You have to read it. I have to read it for the book bowl and so

glad I do. Wish their was more books about Sunny and maybe even a series about Starr. Don't want



to spoil anything, but you have to read this book. It keeps you wanting to read more and more every

time you have to stop reading
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daughter who read the book..

My twin granddaughters liked this book very much; they are advanced readers, but still found the

story compelling. It would be great for any kid with siblings to be reminded how important family

really is.

My tween has been devouring books lately - an expensive habit. Her new favorite author is Peg

Kehret. One request I try not to turn down is my kids asking for books so ofcourse I logged on and

ordered this one for her kindle. The book is very well written and allows the reader to connect with

the story immediately. It was less expensive than most kindle books and now my 9 year old is

engrossed in it.*She was hooked on this author because of another book she had written about a

tsunami.

This book was absolutely amazing. I loved the action and adventure. When I was reading, I felt like I

was there in the book.It was flawless!!!!
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I love this book. It's about a girl who is a foster child. She searches for her twin. She endures a



twister, bounce from many places, bully boys, buses refusing her dog, and many other things onlyto

realize that her true family was with her the whole time. Rita, her foster mom, was the best foster

mom she'd ever had.

beautiful story line with a great cast of characters. I think it's a great way to get out life for a bit, I

mean stop worrying about the government stuff about the shutdown. In a words, amazingly

awesome.

My grandson belongs to a book club - he is 11 - and reading some of the books with him and talking

about them is a good way to connect. Surprisingly even at my age I really enjoyed this book. I also

find it somewhat surprising to read what topics this age group is reading about..
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